Let’s Get Acquainted.
We are Boyd. We have been making commercial windows and doors since 1961. Today, we build aluminum windows
and doors in all of the industry’s most common configurations, but the reason our customers return to us is due to our
outstanding service. We do everything we can to insure each project is a successful and enjoyable experience.
New customers are surprised when they get their bids within 24 hours, or when personnel from our Direct Assistance™
department travel to lend on-site assistance. Our customers become accustomed to the single
contact from the moment they call through the end of the project. This makes it easier to work
with the entire team of experts at Boyd. Learn more at boydaluminum.com.
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We are all about collaboration. Boyd’s technical experts are comfortable working directly with architects,
designers and spec writers to finalize the details of your project. Sometimes a different perspective can help
discover new ways of executing a project. We will always be responsive to your requests with answers and
suggestions to accommodate and lend new ideas to execute your design.

Let’s Share Some Ideas.
Architects and Designers
leverage the experience
and expertise of the
Boyd engineers from

Fenestration involves many details, from aesthetics to regulatory considerations.

concept to delivery.

We can help you navigate these requirements. You have an entire building,
many contractors and suppliers to deal with, so let Boyd assist you with the
considerations for the openings.

Project Architect: Butler, Rosenbury & Partners, Inc.

We’re passionate about what we make. Boyd offers a time-tested portfolio of aluminum architectural windows and
doors available in all of the industry’s most popular configurations. If you need simple replacements or replications, or
if you are filling the openings of an entire envelope, we can deliver. All of our products are available in any color and
finish you can imagine, from bright contemporary colors to custom matches for renovations and historic replications.
We also provide high-quality hardware accessories, from sturdy hinges and latches to stylish architectural finishing details.
And whether you need screens or would like to improve thermal efficiency by adding sun shades, Boyd delivers
the high-performance accessories you need.

Let’s Build Something.
Repeat orders from
glazing contractors are
common. Boyd is a team

The Highlights: We’re driven to provide the utmost in service, quality, and satisfaction through our strengths, designs,

player. We do what we can
to improve workflow,

performance, and in-house testing. We also recognize just what brings customers back to Boyd:

adherence to specifications
and after-installation support.

AAMA certified (charter member)

Lead-times geared to your needs

High performance coatings

Our engineers work directly with architects

In-house design & engineering

Custom anodized finishes

Quick, efficient quoting services

In-house shop drawings

Highest quality product packaging

On-site consultation

Fastrack large, small, and custom work

Backed by over 50 years of service

Broad range of stock finishes

From 1961 to present, our strategy has been to exceed our customers’ expectations while
evolving to remain contemporary. Boyd is brimming with bright, motivated people who
constantly evaluate new products, and continually improve our existing products and
processes.

Let’s Do Something Different.
Boyd offers contractors
flexibilty, quality and an
unmatched packaging
and delivery approach.

How do we shine? Consider these examples:
We can fill an order and deliver quicker

Boyd is a member of the Green

When your Boyd windows arrive on site,

than anyone in the industry.

Building Council and is always looking

you’ll notice something different about the way

for ways to help you meet your

we pack them. You will see we protect quality

conservation conscious objectives.

all the way through the process.

We’ve recently enlarged our

Boyd is committed to making exceptional

Highest Blast ratings within DoD and

production facility by 40% to

products and maintaining long relationships

GSA requirements.

accommodate our growth.

with our customers.

We have on-site Impact testing facilities
so we can certify products according to
ASTM and AAMA specifications.
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Let’s Shine.

Thank you for considering Boyd. We look forward to being
part of the team that creates your next successful project.
Let’s Talk:
PO Box 1565, Springfield, MO 65801.1565

| 417.862.5084 | fax: 417.862.1232
email: info@boydaluminum.com | twitter: @Boyd_LetsShine

800.737.2800
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